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Two-photon laser scanning microscopy (2PLSM)
has allowed unprecedented fluorescence imaging
of neuronal structure and function within neural
tissue. However, the resolution of this approach is
poor compared to that of conventional confocal
microscopy. Here, we demonstrate supraresolution
2PLSM within brain slices. Imaging beyond the
diffraction limit is accomplished by using near-
infrared (NIR) lasers for both pulsed two-photon
excitation and continuous wave stimulated emission
depletion (STED). Furthermore, we demonstrate that
Alexa Fluor 594, a bright fluorophore commonly used
for both live cell and fixed tissue fluorescence
imaging, is suitable for STED 2PLSM. STED 2PLSM
supraresolution microscopy achieves approximately
3-fold improvement in resolution in the radial direc-
tion over conventional 2PLSM, revealing greater
detail in the structure of dendritic spines located
100 microns below the surface of brain slices.
Further improvements in resolution are theoretically
achievable, suggesting that STED 2PLSM will permit
nanoscale imaging of neuronal structures located in
relatively intact brain tissue.
INTRODUCTION
Fluorescencemicroscopy has beenwidely used in neuroscience
research and has revealed the complex and dynamic structure
and function of the brain. This technique has been applied to
many different spatial scales, frommapping neural circuits (milli-
meters to centimeters) to resolving individual synapses (1 mm).
However, conventional wide-field and confocal microscopy are
not well suited to imaging structures below the surface of brain
tissue, where scattering, absorption, and out-of-focus fluores-
cence degrade the signal of interest. Two-photon laser scanning
microscopy (2PLSM) allows the use of tissue-penetrating,
near-infrared wavelengths to achieve multiphoton excitation
restricted to the focal plane (Denk and Svoboda, 1997; Svoboda
and Yasuda, 2006). The application of 2PLSM to neurobiology
has allowed unprecedented high-resolution fluorescenceimaging within scattering tissue and has been used, for example,
to visualize the morphological plasticity of dendritic spines in
living animals, to study the properties of individual synapses in
brain slices, and to examine microscale biochemical signaling
within neurons (Denk et al., 1994; Lee et al., 2009; Lendvai
et al., 2000; Sabatini and Svoboda, 2000; Tanaka et al., 2008;
Yuste and Denk, 1995).
However, many features of neurons are too small to be
resolved by confocal microscopy and 2PLSM. These include
many synaptic structures such as filopodia and thin dendritic
spines, nearly all dendritic spine necks, the structure of the
postsynaptic density, and the organization of the presynaptic
terminal (Bourne and Harris, 2008; Shepherd and Harris, 1998).
The limit of spatial resolution in light microscopy, or the ‘‘diffrac-
tion limit,’’ was described by Ernst Abbe (Abbe, 1873), who
stated that the resolution (d) is limited by the wavelength of
light (l) and the numerical aperture (NA) of the lens such that
d = l/2NA. With confocal fluorescence microscopes, thin
specimens can be imaged with resolution of 150 nm by using
short wavelength (400 nm) excitation light and high NA oil-
immersion objectives. In contrast, near-infrared (NIR) photons
of 750–950 nm are necessary for tissue penetration and excita-
tion in 2PLSM. In addition, imaging neurons in living brains or
brain slices requires the use of lower NA water-immersion
lenses. For these reasons, the resolution of 2PLSM is 2- to
3-fold worse than that of conventional confocal microscopy
and is typically 400–500 nm.
Several methods have been described that allow imaging
below the diffraction limit (i.e., supraresolution imaging; Betzig
et al., 2006; Gustafsson, 2005; Hell and Wichmann, 1994; Kner
et al., 2009; Rust et al., 2006). Unfortunately, current implemen-
tations of these approaches suffer resolution degradation if
emitted photons are anisotropically scattered and thus have
only been applied in nonscattering environments or near the
surface of scattering tissue. However, the supraresolution meth-
odology stimulated emission depletion (STED) microscopy (Hell
and Wichmann, 1994) is theoretically insensitive to scattering of
emitted photons if fluorophore excitation is achieved via multi-
photon processes. Thus, a microscope that uses near-infrared
photons to perform both two-photon excitation and one-photon
STED may be suitable for supraresolution imaging within brain
tissue.
STED microscopy circumvents the diffraction limit by con-
stricting the population of excited fluorophores to a regionNeuron 63, 429–437, August 27, 2009 ª2009 Elsevier Inc. 429
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tronic transition (Kittel et al., 2006; Willig et al., 2006). STED
microscopy uses a coaligned pair of focused laser beams, one
for excitation and a second to deplete the excited state by
forcing nonfluorescent decay back to the ground state. The
phase of the depletion laser beam is spatially patterned such
that it produces an annular illumination pattern in the specimen
plane and suppresses fluorescence in the periphery of the exci-
tation volume. The resolution is no longer strictly limited by l and
NA but is given by
d =
l
2NA
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1+ I=Isat
p (1)
where I is the power of the depletion laser and Isat is a fluoro-
phore-dependent parameter corresponding to the laser power
required to deplete 50% of the fluorescence (Hell et al., 2004).
STED microscopy using one-photon excitation has achieved
resolutions of 20–50 nm and, within neuroscience research,
has been used to determine the location of fluorescent antibody
labeled proteins in fixed tissue, to observe the movement of
neurotransmitter vesicles inside dissociated neurons and to
image dendritic spines at the surface of the brain (depth < 10 mm)
(Eggeling et al., 2009; Nagerl et al., 2008; Westphal et al., 2008).
Here, we demonstrate supraresolution fluorescence imaging
deep within brain tissue using one-photon near-infrared STED
of two-photon excited fluorophores. We use ‘‘deep’’ to refer to
depths beyond the scatter length of visible photons, where
performance of single photon imaging is substantially degraded.
We find that two-photon excited fluorophores can be depleted
by one-photon processes and that annular illumination patterns
can be formed using water-immersion objectives despite the
index of refraction mismatch between the immersion solution
and the tissue. Furthermore, Alexa Fluor 594, a commonly
used and bright water-soluble red fluorophore, has properties
suitable for pulsed two-photon excitation and continuous wave
one-photon STED. Thus, supraresolution imaging based on
combined stimulated emission depletion and two-photon laser
scanning microscopy (STED 2PLSM) is theoretically feasible
for deep tissue imaging. Implementing this approach, we image
whole-cell voltage-clamped neurons in acute brain slices at
resolutions 3-fold beyond the Abbe diffraction limit. The shape
of small spines and filopodia and the width of spine necks
located deep within the brain slice can be more accurately
resolved and measured, revealing significantly greater detail
than detectable by standard two-photon microscopy. Thus,
STED 2PLSM provides an imaging modality for supraresolution
imaging within scattering brain tissue and, with further improve-
ment in efficient depletion power delivery, will allow nanoscale
imaging within complex tissues.
RESULTS
Two-Photon Excitation and One-Photon CW STED
In order to determine if STED can be combined with 2PLSM to
achieve supraresolution two-photon imaging in brain tissue, we
examined if fluorophores excited via two-photon processes
can be forced to the ground state via nonfluorescent one-photon430 Neuron 63, 429–437, August 27, 2009 ª2009 Elsevier Inc.STED (Figure 1). Crimson fluorescent beads embedded in
mounting media were imaged using a pulsed Ti:sapphire laser
tuned to 840 nm for two-photon excitation (Figure 1A). Transient
illumination with a second Ti:sapphire laser operating in contin-
uous wave (CW) mode and tuned to 760 nm instantly and revers-
ibly suppressed fluorescence in a power-dependent manner
(Figures 1B and 1C). Such instantaneously reversible reduction
of fluorescence by illumination with light in the long-wavelength
portion of the emission spectrum is consistent with STED of
the two-photon excited state (Figure 1D). As expected, fluores-
cence was a function of STED illumination power of the form
(1+gPsted)
1, with g representing a constant. The power neces-
sary for depletion of 50% of the fluorescence signals (Isat)
was 87.5 mW and at the peak intensity of STED illumination
(591 mW), the fluorescence of the bead was suppressed greater
than 10-fold (Figure 1E). Thus, fluorescence generated via two-
photon processes can be efficiently suppressed via nonfluores-
cent stimulated depletion with NIR light.
Live neuron imaging in brain slices has benefited from the use
of bright, highly water-soluble fluorescent indicators such as the
Alexa series of fluorophores. Based on its emission tail beyond
700 nm, its long fluorescent state lifetime (3.9 ns; Invitrogen),
and its efficient two-photon excitation, we predicted that Alexa
Fluor 594, a red fluorophore commonly introduced into living
neurons via whole-cell recording pipettes, would be suitable
for STED 2PLSM. An aqueous solution of Alexa 594 (50 mM) in
a sealed patch-clamp recording pipette (Figure 1F) fluoresced
brightly upon two-photon excitation at 840 nm. Fluorescence
was instantaneously and reversibly suppressed on illumination
with a CW laser at 736 nm. Fluorescence recovery was instanta-
neous when the 736 nm laser was switched off, consistent with
nonfluorescent depletion of the excited state (Figures 1G and
1H). At maximum STED laser power, the fluorescence was
depleted to less than 10% of maximal with Isat = 34.8 mW
(Figures 1I and 1J). These results indicate that two-photon
excited Alexa 594 is depleted at low power levels compatible
with live-cell imaging and thus may be a suitable fluorophore
for supraresolution two-photon imaging of living neurons.
Design of a Combined STED 2PLSM Microscope
Supraresolution imaging STED microscopy requires illumination
of the specimen with a phase-patterned laser beam that
selectively suppresses fluorescence from fluorophores located
in the outer shells of the excitation volume. For this reason
supraresolution STEDmicroscopy requires that the phase of illu-
mination be fixed in space and is not compatible with the non-
stationary illumination of the back-focal plane of the objective
found in most implementations of laser-scanning microscopes.
In published reports of supraresolution STED microscopy, the
fixed phase/space relationship is accomplished by moving the
specimen, in at least one axis, under the objective instead of
scanning the illumination beam through the tissue (Willig et al.,
2006). This results in slow scanning speeds (20–40 s/frame)
that are challenging for live-cell imaging (Nagerl et al., 2008).
We built a laser scan head that creates a stationary pattern of illu-
mination in the objective back focal plane by making this plane
optically conjugate to both scan mirrors (Figure 2). This was
accomplished using a planoconvex lens and a curved silver
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Figure 1. Depletion of Two-Photon Excited Fluorophores
with Continuous-Wave Near-Infrared Light
(A) Image of a 200 nm diameter crimson fluorescent bead
(Crimson carboxylate-modified FluoSpheres) acquired with
2PLSM at excitation wavelength of 840 nm.
(B) Fluorescence measured in line scans over the region indicated
by the dashed line in (A) during normal excitation and with addi-
tional illumination with 760 nm light (boxed region).
(C) Quantification of fluorescence intensity in the regions of
interest (ROI) indicated by the colored boxes in (B). Despite main-
tained two-photon excitation, turning on the STED beam reduces
fluorescence from the bead (blue). In addition, a small amount of
background signal is present (red) when the depletion laser is
active.
(D) Absorption and emission spectrum of crimson beads. The
depletion wavelength (760 nm) is in the low energy (long wave-
length) portion of the emission spectrum. Insert: Simplified energy
diagram of two-photon excitation and one-photon depletion. A
molecule is excited from the ground state S0 into an excited state
S1. It can return to the ground state by spontaneous emission of
a photon (fluorescence) or by stimulated emission of a photon that
is coherent with the depletion light.
(E) Relative fluorescence intensity of crimson fluorescent beads
under two-photon excitation at 840 nm as a function of the
depletion laser power (Psted) at 760 nm. The power required for
suppression of 50% of fluorescence is indicated.
(F) 2PLSM image of a sealed glass pipette filled with 50 mM Alexa
594 in aqueous solution.
(G) Fluorescence of Alexa 594 measured in line scans over the
region indicated by the dashed lines in (F) during normal excitation
and with additional illumination with CW 736 nm light (boxed
region).
(H) Quantification of fluorescence intensity in the ROI indicated by
the colored boxes in (G).
(I) One-photon excitation and fluorescence emission spectra of
Alexa 594 indicating the depletion wavelength of 736 nm in the
far red region of the emission spectrum.
(J) Depletion of Alexa 594 fluorescence under constant two-
photon excitation with 840 nm light as a function of the power
(Psted) of applied 736 nm depletion light.mirror that maintain laser collimation while imaging one scanning
galvanometer mirror onto the second (Figure 2A). This optical
arrangement also improves laser power delivered into the objec-
tive by reducing the degree of overfilling of the back-aperture
necessary to maintain imaging resolution (Tsai et al., 2002).
Introduction of a vortex phase plate and quarter wave plate
(1/4l) into the optical path (Figure 2B) produced the annular
STED illumination pattern in the specimen plane necessary for
supraresolution imaging (Eggeling et al., 2009). By placing the
STED laser into mode-locked (i.e., pulsed) mode and imaging
crimson beads, the profiles of the STED and excitation beams
could be measured in the specimen plane. Furthermore, using
this optical design, the concentric illumination patterns can be
scanned through the sample without requiring movement of
the stage (Figure 2C).
Supraresolution Two-Photon Imaging Achieved
with STED 2PLSM
To demonstrate the ability of STED 2PLSM to image with sub-
diffraction limited resolution, we used the above optical configu-
ration to image clusters of fluorescent beads by 2PLSM with theCW STED laser on or off (Figure 3). Comparison of 2PLSM and
STED 2PLSM reveals an improvement of radial resolution when
the STED laser is activated (Figures 3A and 3B). Under conven-
tional 2PLSM imaging, fluorescence images of 200 nm diameter
crimson beads displayed an average full-width at half maximum
(FWHM) of 530 nm. In contrast, STED 2PLSM images exhibited
an average FWHM of 280 nm, indicating a greater than 2-fold
improvement in resolution. Furthermore, STED 2PLSM improved
the capability to resolve fluorescent structures in close proximity,
including beads separated by less than 500 nm (Figures 3C–3G).
Lastly, the sharpness of the edges of beadswas greater for STED
2PLSMthan for2PLSMimages.Thiswasquantifiedbymeasuring
the maximal rate of change of fluorescence in each line of the
image (see Figure S1 available online). Themaximal spatial deriv-
ative of the fluorescence normalized by the cumulative fluores-
cence intensity (%DF/nm) was larger for STED 2PLSM than for
2PLSM images, consistent with improved imaging resolution.
Live-Cell Imaging of Dendrites and Spines
A technical limitation that may hinder the application of STED
2PLSM to deep brain imaging comes from the mismatch of theNeuron 63, 429–437, August 27, 2009 ª2009 Elsevier Inc. 431
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and the brain tissue (1.41). Such mismatches may result in
spherical aberration that reduces the ability of the STED beam
to form an annular profile with a zero-intensity center. To explore
this possibility, we imaged crimson beads in poly(dimethyl
siloxane) (PDMS, Sylgard 184), which has a similar index of
refraction (1.41–1.43) to that of brain tissue (Yan et al., 2007).
The annular distribution of the focused STED beam was main-
tained 200–250 mm deep in PDMS (Figure S2) without degrada-
tion of the zero-intensity center. This indicates that index of
refraction mismatches do not limit supraresolution tissue
imaging with STED 2PLSM.
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Figure 2. Schematic of the STED 2PLSM Optical Path
(A) Schematic of the microscope scan head. This design places both scan
mirrors and the back focal plane of the objective in conjugate optical planes
and creates a stationary illumination at the back-focal plane of the objective.
The dashed blue lines indicate planes conjugate to the image whereas the
dashed green lines and arrow represent planes conjugate to the objective
back focal plane.
(B) Schematic of the optical path for modulation and combination of the two-
photon excitation (dark red) and one-photon depletion (light red) laser light.
The depletion laser beam is passed through a vortex phase plate (0 % F %
2pphasemodulation) before combinationwith the excitation light at a dichroic.
Both epifluorescence and transfluorescence are collected by photomultiplier
tubes (PMT). The 1⁄4 wave plate circularly polarizes the excitation and STED
light.
(C) 2PLSM images of crimson beads collected with the phase patterned deple-
tion laser (left, yellow) and the excitation laser (middle, blue). The superimpo-
sition of these (right) illustrates the annular distribution of depletion light in
the focal plane around the excitation volume. Scale bar, 500 nm.432 Neuron 63, 429–437, August 27, 2009 ª2009 Elsevier Inc.To test the applicability of STED 2PLSM to live-cell imaging in
brain tissue, we performed fluorescence imaging of CA1 hippo-
campal pyramidal neurons in mouse acute brain slices. Neurons
were filled with Alexa 594 (100 mM) through a whole-cell patch
clamp recording pipette and dendritic spines were imaged under
2PLSM and STED 2PLSM imaging modes (Figure 4). For spines
located 30–110 mm below the surface of the slice, STED 2PLSM
revealed significantly greater detail than 2PLSM (Figure 4A).
Quantification of the effective resolution of an imaging
modality is difficult to extract from images of objects with an
a priori unknown structure. However, improvements in resolution
resulting from STED 2PLSM were evident from several features
of the images. First, objects that appeared fused in 2PLSM
were resolved as distinct objects by STED 2PLSM. This includes
visualization of the separation between spine heads and parent
dendrite, between closely spaced filopodia, and identification
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Figure 3. Supraresolution Two-Photon Imaging Achievedwith STED
2PLSM
(A and B) Images of fluorescent 200 nm crimson beads acquired with 2PLSM
(A) and STED 2PLSM (B). The images were collected simultaneously by
switching the STED laser on and off in alternate lines of the image at 500 Hz.
(C and D) Enlarged images of the boxed areas in (A) and (B), respectively,
demonstrating the improved resolving power of STED 2PLSM compared to
2PLSM.
(E and F) Enlarged images of the linear cluster of beads in (A) and (B) acquired
with (E) and without (F) the STED laser active.
(G) The profile of fluorescence intensity along the dashed lines in (E) and (F)
exhibits clear separation of clustered fluorescent beads in the STED 2PLSM
mode (red) but not in the 2PLSM mode (blue). The STED 2PLSM fluorescence
profile was fit (red line) to the sum of four Gaussians with identical widths
(FWHM=300 nm) and a separation of 500 nm. Scale bars, 500 nm in all images.
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the cross-sectional profile of thin objects such as filopodia was
narrower in STED 2PLSM than in 2PLSM such that the full-width
at half-maximum (FWHM) was reduced from 660 to 280 nm
(Figure 4B). Assuming the flipodium has a circular cross-section
with a diameter of 100–200 nm, this corresponds to an 3-fold
increase in resolution. Lastly, as revealed by the analysis of
A
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Figure 4. STED 2PLSM Images of Dendritic Spines Deep in Brain
Tissue
(A) Image pairs of dendritic spines acquired with 2PLSM (left) and STED
2PLSM (right). CA1 pyramidal neurons in acute hippocampal slices were filled
with 100 mM Alexa 594 through a whole-cell recording pipette. The images
were acquired simultaneously by switching the STED laser on and off in alter-
nate lines at 500 Hz. The arrows indicate details in the STED image that are not
resolved in 2PLSM. Scale bars, 500 nm in all images. The dendrites were
located at approximate depths of 80 mm (top) and 45 mm (bottom) below the
surface of the slice.
(B) The profiles of fluorescence intensity along the dashed lines in (A) demon-
strate improved resolution of the spine neck in STED 2PLSM mode (red)
compared to in 2PLSM mode (blue). The line profile of the spine neck in the
STED image was fit to a Gaussian with FWHM = 280 nm.
(C) Plot of the maximum rate of fluorescence changes in 2PLSM and STED
2PLSM images. In order to allow for comparison of images with different fluo-
rescence intensities, the rate of change of fluorescence is expressed as
a percent change per nm relative to total integrated fluorescence (%DF/nm).
For objects that can be accurately sampled by 2PLSM there should be no
increase in the measured parameter when the same structure is imaged by
STED 2PLSM. These points should lie along the line of unity (dashed line). In
contrast, for structures that are below the resolution limit of 2PLSM, the rate
of change of fluorescence should increase under STED 2PLSM as the blurring
or low-pass filtering effect of low resolution is reduced. The blue points indi-
cate regions of detail that are evident only in the STED 2PLSM images.maximal rates of change of fluorescence described above, the
sharpness of large objects such as mushroom spines and
dendrites, was greater for STED 2PLSM than for 2PLSM images
(Figures 4C and S3). This analysis indicates improved resolution
that, as expected, is most evident for structures of high spatial
frequency. The improved two-object discrimination and the
increased sharpness of spine images as well as the FWHM of
fluorescent beads were dependent on the STED illumination
intensity, as expected for this imaging modality (Equation 1
and Figure S4).
Improved Analysis of Spine Morphology with STED
2PLSM
The current implementation of STED 2PLSM improves resolution
in lateral dimensions but not along the axial (z) axis. In order to
understand if the increased lateral resolution is sufficient to
improve analysis of 3D structures such as dendrites and spines,
we analyzed 3D image stacks taken through fluorescent beads
and spiny stretches of dendrite (Figure 5). Maximal intensity
projections of 200 nm fluorescence beads again revealed
improved resolution, reflected by decreased FWHM of the pro-
jected image from 420 nm to 240 nm (Figure 5A). Furthermore,
surface rendering of the 3D image stack confirmed that the
reduced fluorescence spreadwith STED 2PLSMwasmaintained
in out-of-focus planes, allowing improved separation of objects
throughout their 3D extent (Figure 5B). Similar surface rendering
of deconvolved image stacks of spiny regions of dendrite
(Figures 5C and 5D) indicated improved discrimination of
morphological features including the ability to distinguish tightly
packed structures and resolve spine necks. Furthermore, even
within this highly complex 3D fluorescence distribution the
increased resolving power of STED 2PLSM allows improved
identification of morphological features within each plane of
the undeconvolved images stack (Figures 5E and 5F).
To further quantify the ability of STED2PLSM to resolve the fine
features of dendrites of living neurons, we measured the dimen-
sions of dendritic spines in 3D images stacks acquired by 2PLSM
with and without STED (Figure 6). As expected, greater morpho-
logical detail of spines was clearly visible in maximal intensity
projections of highly spiny dendritic regions (Figure 6A). For
each spine, the spine length, spine head width, and spine head
cross-sectional areaweremeasured (Figures 6Band6C).Dimen-
sions that are accurately captured by 2PLSM are expected to be
quantitatively unchanged under 2PLSM STED, whereas those
that are significantly blurred by 2PLSM should appear smaller
with 2PLSM STED. For each spine (n = 36), length was similar
under 2PLSM and STED 2PLSM (STED 2PLSM length = 650 ±
35 nm; 2PLSM length = 649 ± 35 nm, p > 0.05; Wilcoxon
signed-rank) whereas the spine head width (STED 2PLSM,
width = 366 ± 15 nm; 2PLSM, width = 436 ± 17 nm, p < 0.001;
Wilcoxon signed-rank) and area (STED 2PLSM, area = 0.22 ±
0.02 mm2; 2PLSM, area = 0.30 ± 0.02 mm2, p < 0.0001; Wilcoxon
signed-rank)weresignificantly lesswithSTED2PLSM(Figure6E).
In addition, compared to conventional 2PLSM, under STED
2PLSM the fluorescence intensity of spine heads relative to
that of the dendrite increased 23.2%, as expected for small
structures imaged with improved resolution (STED 2PLSM,
spine head/dendrite fluorescence ratio = 0.35 ± 0.17; 2PLSM,Neuron 63, 429–437, August 27, 2009 ª2009 Elsevier Inc. 433
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proved lateral resolution of STED 2PLSM significantly increases
theability tomeasuredimensionsofdendritic spines inbrain slices.
One of the avenues of research made possible by 2PLSM has
been the analysis of developmental and activity-dependent plas-
ticity of dendritic spines in living animals and in brain slices
(Tanaka et al., 2008; Trachtenberg et al., 2002). Since STED
2PLSM was implemented using a high-power CW laser, we
examined if potential phototoxicity would prevent repetitive
time-lapse imaging of the same dendrite (Figure 7). The images
show typical results of seven repeated images of the same
dendritic region taken quickly over an 8 min time window with
2PLSM and STED 2PLSM. No evidence of photodamage was
detectable and all STED 2PLSM images consistently exhibited
separation of clustered spines that were not resolvable by
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Figure 5. 3D Reconstruction of 2PLSM and STED 2PLSM Images
(A) Maximum intensity axial (z) projections of image stacks of fluorescent
200 nm crimson beads acquired with 2PLSM (top) and STED 2PLSM (bottom).
Slice spacing = 200 nm.
(B) 3D reconstruction of the beads shown in (A). The 2PLSM images of the left-
most beads are fused along the entire z extent of the image stack whereas they
are clearly distinct throughout the stack in the STED 2PLSM images.
(C and D) 3D surface rendering of a segment of dendrite and spines collected
as an image stack (500 nm spacing, 12 slices) acquired with 2PLSM (C) and
STED 2PLSM (D). The arrows indicate details in the STED rendering that are
not resolved in 2PLSM. These include features of the spine heads, separations
between structures, and spine necks.
(E and F) Sample individual slices of the image stack rendered in (C and D)
acquired at different focal planes with 2PLSM (E) and STED 2PLSM (F). Scale
bars, 500 nm in (A) and (B), 2 mm in (C)–(F).434 Neuron 63, 429–437, August 27, 2009 ª2009 Elsevier Inc.2PLSM. Furthermore, since the fluorophore in these experiments
is a freely diffusing small molecule, photobleaching of the
structure is not evident over time. Lastly, quantitative analysis
of spine morphology during repetitive imaging at 1 min intervals
revealed little change in spine length, head width, and head
D
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Figure 6. Quantitation of Dimensions of Dendritic Spines Imaged
using STED 2PLSM
(A) Maximum intensity projection of image stacks of dendrite and spines
acquired with 2PLSM (top) and STED 2PLSM (bottom). Scale bar, 2 mm.
(B) Image of an individual dendritic spine indicating the method of morpho-
metric analysis. The major (red line) and intersecting minor (blue line) axes
were marked along the length and the width of the spine. The green box
indicates the area containing the spine head. The pixels within this box whose
fluorescence intensities are at least 50% of the maximal value are used to
define the area of the spine head. Scale bar, 500 nm.
(C) The distances to 50% of maximal fluorescence along the major and minor
axis were used to define, respectively, the apparent spine length (thick red line)
and head width (thick blue line).
(D) Enlarged single slice across the center of the image stacks shown in (A)
acquired with 2PLSM (left) and STED 2PLSM (right). Scale bar, 2 mm.
(E) Comparison of spine length (left), head width (middle), and head area (right)
measured from images shown in (A) collected with STED 2PLSM (y axis) and
2PLSM (x axis). The spine lengths are similar in both imaging modes whereas
the head widths and areas are, as expected with improved imaging resolution,
smaller with STED 2PLSM than 2PLSM.
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Supraresolution Two-Photon Laser Scanning Microscopycross-sectional area over time, consistent with a lack of signifi-
cant photodamage (Figure S5).
DISCUSSION
The diffraction limit has been broken by several ‘‘super-resolu-
tion’’ microscopy techniques, including saturated structured
illumination microscopy (SSIM) (Gustafsson, 2005), stochastic
optical reconstruction microscopy (STORM) (Rust et al., 2006),
photoactivated localization microscopy (PALM) (Betzig et al.,
2006), and STED (Hell and Wichmann, 1994). Each of these
approaches has its own limitations. SSIM, STORM, and PALM
require mathematical postprocessing and image reconstruction
as well as prolonged imaging of each specimen. Moreover,
these three approaches are degraded by spherical aberrations
and scattering of emitted photons, generally limiting their utility
to thin specimens. STED microscopy uses a purely physical
process and is a scanning imaging approach, allowing repeated
examination of moving small objects within living cells (Westphal
et al., 2008). However, STED has thus far only been implemented
using one-photon excitation by visible light, preventing its use
within scattering tissues such as the brain. Consequently there
currently exists no supraresolution approach applicable to live-
cell imaging below the surface of brain tissues.
We have demonstrated that STED 2PLSM is capable of
imaging neuronal structures deep in brain tissues with resolution
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Figure 7. Repeated STED 2PLSM Imaging of Dendrites in Brain
Slices
(A–G) Multiple images of an Alexa 594 loaded dendritic segment acquired with
2PLSM (A and F) and STED 2PLSM (B–E and G). The arrows indicate details in
the STED 2PLSM image that are repeatedly resolved despite prolonged
imaging. Scale bar, 1 mm. The dendrite was at an approximate depth of
80 mm in the slice.
(H) The profile of fluorescence intensity along the dashed lines in (E) and (F)
exhibits separation of clustered spines in the STED 2PLSM mode (red) but
not in the 2PLSM mode (blue).beyond the Abbe diffraction limit. In our experiments, 3-fold
improvement in radial resolution was achieved when imaging
at depths of100 microns in brain slices. Further improvements
in resolution will be achieved by more efficient delivery of the
STED laser light, both by use of improved optics and by use of
a pulsed depletion laser. The latter requires that the STED laser
pulses arrive at the specimen precisely after the excitation
pulse for optimal depletion of the excited state. Compared to
continuous-wave STED described here, pulsed depletion should
use STED laser power approximately 10-fold more efficiently.
According to the theoretically predicted resolution of STED
microscopy (Equation 1), this will allow 10-fold improvements
in resolution below the diffraction limit, reaching 50 nm within
brain tissue.
The utility of STED 2PLSM for deep tissue imaging arises from
the use of multiphoton excitation and near infrared light. The use
of near infrared light allows the formation of a focus deep within
tissue that would degrade a visible light focus through scattering
and absorption. Multiphoton excitation constrains fluorophore
excitation to a small focal volume, eliminating out-of-focus
fluorescence (Denk and Svoboda, 1997). This obviates the
need for a descanned pinhole in the fluorescence detection
path, thus permitting the use of scattered emission photons for
image formation. For these reasons, STED 2PLSM using NIR
excitation and depletion light is theoretically useful for deep
tissue supraresolution imaging. We demonstrate that, in
practice, spherical aberrations due to index of refraction
mismatches, forward scatter of excitation photons, and photo-
toxicity are not significant obstacles to the implementation of
STED 2PLSM.
In addition, we find that Alexa 594, a bright fluorophore used
commonly in live cell and fixed tissue imaging, is suitable
for STED 2PLSM. Alexa 594 has a low Isat for CW STED such
that, with our currently available laser power, Imax/Isat = 20 and
a 4- to 5-fold improvement in resolution should be possible.
However, in our experimental measurements, we find an
3-fold improvement in resolution (as judged from the FWHM
of the thin structures). This apparent underperformance of
STED 2PLSM compared to the theoretical limit may result from
partial absorption of STED power by the tissue or from image
degradation due to forward scatter of the excitation and
STED beams. Conversely, it may be difficult to detect a 5-fold
improvement in resolution in tissue due to the fact that our test
imaging structures (dendritic spines and filopodia) were large
(>100 nm; Bourne and Harris, 2008). We also find that STED
2PLSM with Alexa 594 is suitable for repeated time-lapse
imaging because the small cytoplasmic fluorophore can readily
diffuse and continuously replenish photobleached fluorophores.
This is particularly important because, as the volume of excited
fluorophores is reduced in STED imaging, the number of emitted
photons is decreased and increased excitation laser power or
averaging is required to maintain signal-to-noise ratios. Since
Alexa 594 is an exceptionally bright and stable fluorophore,
high-quality STED 2PLSM images can be achieved with low
concentrations of fluorophore that are compatible with live cell
imaging.
Several further improvements in STED 2PLSM are possible.
First, as discussed above, more efficient use of STED powerNeuron 63, 429–437, August 27, 2009 ª2009 Elsevier Inc. 435
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we have described improved resolution in the image plane but
not in the axial plane. Improvements in axial resolution can be
achieved through use of an annular, instead of helical, phase
mask (Klar et al., 2000). Ideally both in plane and axial STED
2PLSM would be implemented simultaneously as has been
demonstrated for conventional STED microscopy (Willig et al.,
2007). Third, many genetically encoded red fluorophores, such
as tdTomato and dsRed, have long fluorescent lifetimes (3 ns)
and long emission tails into the red spectrum (>700 nm),
indicating that, if efficiently depleted, they may be suitable for
STEP 2PLSM (Shaner et al., 2004). Lastly, identification of
STED 2PLSM compatible synthetic and genetically encoded
reporters of intracellular biochemical pathways, including
calcium-sensitive fluorophores, may allow examination of intra-
cellular signaling within functional microdomains.
With these advances, STED 2PLSMwill be used for nanoscale
imaging in relatively intact brain tissue to address fundamental
questions in neuroscience. For example, indirect measurements
suggest that the dimensions of each spine neck are rapidly regu-
lated by activity of the associated synapse. However, it has been
impossible thus far to accurately measure the spine neck in living
neurons (Bloodgood and Sabatini, 2005; Grunditz et al., 2008;
Tanaka et al., 2008). Second, activity-dependent regulation of
ion channel trafficking and corralling (Choquet and Triller,
2003; Malinow and Malenka, 2002) is thought to be a principal
mechanism of synaptic plasticity but direct measurements of
protein movement at high resolution has not been possible in
brain slices or in vivo. Third, spatially restricted biochemical
signaling within subcellular microdomains is thought to confer
specificity on calcium entry and kinase activation. However,
direct measurement of the activity of biochemical pathways
using fluorescence reporters has not been possible withinmicro-
domains. Lastly, STED 2PLSM will help resolve fine features of
nonneuronal cells such as astrocytes, whose complex and
intimate morphological relationship within neurons is only
maintained in more intact preparations.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
Two-Photon Laser Scanning STED Microscope
Imaging was accomplished using a custom made two photon laser scanning
and STED microscope. The imaging laser is a mode-locked Ti:Sapphire laser
(Chameleon, Coherent, Santa Clara, CA) tuned to 840 nm. The STED laser is
a Ti:Sapphire laser (Mira/Verdi, Coherent, Santa Clara, CA) running in contin-
uous wave mode at wavelengths of 736 nm and 760 nm for depletion of Alexa
594 and crimson fluospheres, respectively. The outputs of the lasers were
independently modulated with Pockel’s cells (350-80 and 350-50, Conoptics,
Danbury, CT) and gated with mechanical shutters (VS25S2ZM1 and LS6Z2,
Uniblitz, Vincent Associates, Rochester, NY). After expansion and collimation,
the laser outputs were combined using a dichroic mirror (800SP, Chroma) and
directed through a planoconvex lens (PCX150X25, Edmund Optics, Barring-
ton, NJ) to a scanning galvanometer (6215H, Cambridge Technology, Cam-
bridge, MA). Light reflected from the galvanometer was directed to a curved
silver mirror (20DC100ER.2, Newport) that recollimated the beams and imaged
the first galvanometer onto the second (6215H, Cambridge Technology,
Cambridge, MA; Figure 2A). The scanning mirrors were imaged onto the
back focal plane of the objective (63 X, 1.1 NA, Olympus, Melville, NY) with
a scan lens (FV-PL-5I, Olympus) and tube lens (PLCX-50.8-91.2-UV-550/
SLMF-0, CVI laser). This optical arrangement places both scan mirrors and
the back-focal plane of the objective in conjugate optical planes and creates436 Neuron 63, 429–437, August 27, 2009 ª2009 Elsevier Inc.a stationary phase profile at the back-focal plane of the objective. In order to
pattern the phase of the STED laser and create the doughnut-shaped intensity
distribution in the specimen plane necessary for supraresolution imaging,
a vortex phase plate (VPP-2, RPC Photonics) producing a helical phase
retardation was introduced in the optical path after expansion of the STED
laser.
Emitted fluorescence was collected by both epi and transfluorescence
detectors. Short-pass dichroics (700DCXR) and interference filters (E700SP-
2P) were used to eliminate excitation laser light. ‘‘Green’’ and ‘‘red’’ emitted
photons were separated using a dichroic (565DCXR) and barrier filters
(green, 525/50 Semrock; and red, 630/60, Chroma). Emitted photons were
detected using photomultiplier tubes (H10770P-40MOD or R3896, Hama-
matsu, Hamamatsu City, Japan). The current output of the trans- and epifluor-
escence detectors were combined at the input of trans-impedance
preamplifiers (SR570, Stanford Research Systems) (one for each ‘‘color’’
channel). All filters and dichroics were from Chroma (Battleboro, VT) or Sem-
rock (Rochester, NY).
Data Acquisition and Analysis
Imaging and physiology data were acquired using National Instruments
boards and modified versions of ScanImage written in MATLAB (Mathworks)
(Pologruto et al., 2003). The STED laser intensity was measured at the back
aperture of the objective. Off-line analysis was performed using custom
routines written in MATLAB and ImageJ (NIH). The pixel size of all images
was 20 3 20 nm if not stated otherwise. Fluorescence intensities were
analyzed using custom software written in Matlab (Mathworks) (Steiner
et al., 2008). For each spine and time point, the user marked the major axis
along the length of the spine and a minor axis intersecting the major axis at
the point of maximal Alexa 594 fluorescence intensity in the spine head
(Figure 6C). The distances to 50% of maximal fluorescence along the minor
and major axis were used to define, respectively, the apparent head width
and spine length. The area in which the fluorescence intensity of Alexa 594 re-
mained above 50% of its maximal value was defined as the spine head mask,
and the number of pixels within it defined the spine head area. The frame rate
was 256 ms/frame (for 128 3 128 images) to 1024 ms/frame (for 512 3 512
images). Images and image stacks (Dz = 0.2 to 1 mm, typically 16 to 40 image
sliced) were acquired repeatedly at variable time points (typically at maximal
frame rate or at 1 min intervals). For 3D surface rendering, image stacks
were first deconvolved using Huygens Professional (Scientific Volume
Imaging) and plotted using Imaris (Bitplane).
The data are presented as mean ± SEM and p < 0.05 was considered as
statistically significant.
Live Cell Labeling and Imaging
Horizontal slices (300 mm thick) were cut from the hippocampus of 15- to
19-day-old C57BL6 mice in ice-cold ACSF containing (in mM) 125 NaCl,
2.5 KCl, 2 CaCl2, 1 MgCl2, 25 NaHCO3, 1.25 NaH2PO4, 25 glucose, bubbled
with 95 % O2 and 5 % CO2. After a 30 min incubation at 34
C, slices
were stored in ACSF at room temperature (22C–23C) until use. Individual
slices were transferred to a submersion-style recording chamber and contin-
uously superfused with ACSF at a rate of 2–3 ml/min at room temperature.
Whole-cell voltage-clamp recordings were performed using standard
techniques. Recordings were performed on hippocampal CA1 pyramidal
neurons visually identified in the slice with the help of infrared-differential
interference contrast (IR-DIC) video microscopy with a Hamamatsu
camera/controller system (Hamamatsu, Japan). Recording pipettes (3–5 MU)
were filled with Cs+ internal solution containing the following (in mM): 120
CsMeSO3, 15 CsCl, 8 NaCl, 10 TEA-Cl, 10 HEPES, 2–5 QX-314, 0.2 EGTA,
2 Mg-ATP, 0.3 Na-GTP (pH 7.3) adjusted with CsOH. One hundred micro-
molar Alexa Fluor 594 was added in the internal solution for imaging of
neuronal morphology.
SUPPLEMENTAL DATA
Supplemental Data include five figures and can be found with this article online
at http://www.cell.com/neuron/supplemental/S0896-6273(09)00518-2.
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